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Fundamental Physics in 2015 
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Latest triumph: 
A Higgs boson! 

Triumph of the two Standard Models 

Lately re-confirmed by Planck 

Standard Model of Particle Physics Standard Model of Cosmology 

⇔ 
cross talk 



SM at work! 
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Are we done? 

Beautiful – but incomplete 
 
(Experimental findings) 
•  What is the dark matter made of? 
•  What is dark energy? 
•  What produced the Baryon asymmetry? 
•  What makes neutrinos (a bit) massive? 
•  ... 
(Theoretical nuisance) 
•  What is stabilizing the Higgs mass? 
•  Is there a unification of forces? 
•  How can we describe quantum gravity? 
•  ... 
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Multiple approaches 

Christophe Grojean Higgs Physics - Theory Valencia, July 7, 2o144

My key message

• The days of “guaranteed” discoveries or of no-lose theorems in 
particle physics are over, at least for the time being ....

• .... but the big questions of our field remain wild open (hierarchy 
problem, flavour, neutrinos, DM, BAU, .... )

• This simply implies that, more than for the past 30 years, future 
HEP’s progress is to be driven by experimental exploration, 
possibly renouncing/reviewing deeply rooted theoretical bias

• This has become particularly apparent in the DM-related 
sessions:

• Direct detection experiments and astrophysics are challenging the 
theoretical DM folklore as much as the LHC is challenging the 
theoretical folklore about the hierarchy problem.

• But great opportunities lie ahead, and the current challenges are 
simply hardening theorists’ ingenuity, creativity and skills
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The HEP landscape after LHC8TeV

Nicely summarized by M. Mangano @Aspen’14:

The Higgs discovery sets a large part of the agenda for 
the theoretical and experimental HEP programs 

over the next couple of decades.
Unless a new major discovery soon (supersymmetry, DM...)!

M. Mangano (2014) 

à need multiple approaches 
•  energy frontier (hadron colliders) 
•  precision at high energy (e+e- colliders) 
•  precision at low energy (e.g. rare B decays, LFV, ...) 
•  astroparticle physics, lab-based experiments, „crazy“ ideas...  
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Top and Higgs: heavy stuff 

The two latest and heaviest additions to the set of fundamental particles 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Study their properties to the best possible experimental precision 
... even if we don´t know today what it is good for (in fact we do...) 
 
Exploit them as windows for new physics 

   

v = 2GF( )
−1/2

= 246 GeV

mtop ≈v / 2          (<1%)     yt ≈1

mH ≈v /2              (<2%)    λ≈1 /8
by chance? 
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Electron Positron Collisions 
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Electron positron collisions at high energy provide a powerful tool to explore 
TeV-scale physics complementary to the LHC 

Due to their point-like structure and absence of strong interactions there are 
clear advantages of e+e- collisions: 

•  known and tunable centre-of-mass energy  

•  clean, fully reconstructable events 

•  polarized beams 

•  moderate backgrounds 
   " no trigger 
   " high efficiency (higher “effective” luminosity) 

p p e+ e- 



e+e- History: predicting mtop 
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Grey band was there before top discovery (and was a result of LEP/SLC colliders) 



e+e- History: predicting mHiggs 
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Grey band (used to be „blue band“) was there before Higgs discovery! 
Only possible through interplay of LEP/SLC and Tevatron (mainly mtop) 

Proof-of-principle: sensitivity of e+e- for New Physics in loops  



A linear collider 
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International Linear Collider 

e+ e- collider of �s = 250 to 500 GeV 
in 31 km of linear tunnel 
(upgrade: 1000 GeV in 50 km) 

Center-of-mass 
energy  

Integrated 
Lumi. 

Integ. Lumi 
 (ILC up) 

250 GeV 250 fb-1  1150 fb-1 

350 GeV 
500 GeV 500 fb-1 1600 fb-1 

1000 GeV 1000 fb-1 2500 fb-1 

typical luminosity 
(now reconsidering) 

polarized beams! 
(80%/30%) 



A linear collider 
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1980’s-2001: Studies and proposals of TESLA, NLC & JLC 
2005: Efforts unified to ILC based on the cold technology 
2007: ILC Reference Design Report 
2009: Letter of Intent of ILC detectors 

– First optimization done here 

2012: ILC Accelerator TDR & Detector DBD 
– Realistic detector report with cost estimation 

2012: Higgs Discovery 
~2013: Interest of Japanese government raised 

– Japanese site candidate endorsed to Kitakami (Tohoku) 

 

ILC History & Status 

Physics targets and site/political conditions clearer now 
- re-optimization towards “Green sign” expected in a few years! 



European XFEL @ DESY 
Largest deployment 
of this technology to 
date 
-  100 cryomodules 
-  800 cavities 
-  17.5 GeV 

The ultimate ‘integrated 
systems test’ for ILC.  

~25 MV/m 
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European XFEL at DESY 



XFEL Industrial Cavity Production 
One vendor following ILC baseline recipe (4 per week, final total: 400 cavities) 

ILC TDR 
acceptance 

quench limit 

Field emission limit 
(XFEL spec.) 

require 
retreatment 

status: 1.09.2014 



•  Design: L=1.74･1034 cm-2s-1   
requires: 

•  Very small beams at interaction 
RMS size is 500 nm x 6 nm! 

•  This needs: 
–  Beams with extremely low 

 emittance 
–  Extremely strong focusing 

 at interaction point 

14 

1000nm 
12nm 

Virus: 
20nm 

DNA: 2.5 nm 

ILC Beam Spot 

April 2014: <55 nm achieved 

 
(g scaling to 250 GeV à ~5nm) 
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Luminosity needs focussing 



Higgs: Experimental Questions 
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(HL)LHC ILC 
Mass 
Spin 
CP 
boson couplings 
fermion couplings 
new decays 
self coupling 

legend: sufficiently precise for N.P. sensitivity/unambigous 

not precise enough for N.P. sensitivity/model-dependent 

challenging 

KD´s personal view 



e+e- Higgs processes 
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Mass 
gZ (m.i.) 
BR´s 
(LHC)-invisible 

Γtot 

gt  (ILC,CLIC) 

gHHH (ILC500) 

gHHH (ILC1000, 
          CLIC) 

•  Many processes at different √s needed & accessible 
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study this boson in the clean environment of e+e� collisions. Since the boson has been
seen in its ZZ-decay and given the indications that it also decays to WW , the main
LC production modes, Higgs-strahlung and WW -fusion can be exploited, allowing for
a model-independent reconstruction of the profile of this Higgs-like particle (hereafter
called “Higgs boson” for simplicity).

For a LC, there are qualitative di↵erences to the LHC which in turn lead to quanti-
tative improvements for the determination of the parameters of the Higgs sector. The
precise measurements of these parameters allows for the identification of the nature of
underlying physics. The experimental anchor of LC Higgs physics is the possibility to
observe the Higgs boson in Higgs-strahlung, e+e� ! HZ as a resonance in the mass
recoiling against a leptonically decaying Z-boson independent of a specific Higgs decay,
see Fig. 2.13 (right). This allows for the direct reconstruction of gHZ , the Higgs-Z cou-
pling. Thus, inherently any Higgs branching ratios and couplings can be determined
absolutely and without correlations. This includes potential beyond-SM decays such as
e.g. invisible decays, decays into light quarks etc.
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Fig. 9: Left: Production cross-sections of the SM Higgs boson in e+e� collisions as a function of
p

s for
mH = 125 GeV. Right: SUSY production cross-sections of model III as a function of

p
s. Every line of

a given colour corresponds to the production cross section of one particle in the legend.

Table 5: Summary of results obtained in the Higgs studies for mH =120 GeV. All analyses at centre-of-
mass energies of 350 GeV and 500 GeV assume an integrated luminosity of 500 fb�1, while the analyses
at 1.4 TeV (3 TeV) assume 1.5 ab�1(2 ab�1).

Higgs studies for mH =120 GeV
p

s Process Decay Measured Unit Generator Stat. Comment(GeV) mode quantity value error

350 ZH ! µ+µ�X
� fb 4.9 4.9% Model

Mass GeV 120 0.131 independent,
using Z-recoil

500
SM Higgs

ZH ! qq̄qq̄
�⇥ BR fb 34.4 1.6% ZH ! qq̄qq̄

production Mass GeV 120 0.100 mass
reconstruction

500 ZH,H��̄ �⇥ BR fb 80.7 1.0% Inclusive

! ��̄qq̄ Mass GeV 120 0.100 sample

1400 H ! �+��

�⇥ BR fb

19.8 <3.7%

3000
WW H ! bb̄ 285 0.22%
fusion H ! cc̄ 13 3.2%

H ! µ+µ� 0.12 15.7%

Higgs
1400 WW tri-linear ⇠20%
3000 fusion coupling ⇠20%

gHHH
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Figure 2: The recoil mass distribution for e+e� � ZH � µ+µ�H events with mH = 120 GeV in the ILD
detector concept at the ILC [6]. The numbers of events correspond to 250 fb�1 at

�
s = 250 GeV, and the

error bars show the expected statistical uncertainties on the individual points.

�
s 250 GeV 350 GeV

Int. L 250 fb�1 350 fb�1

�(�)/� 3 % 4 %
�(gHZZ)/gHZZ 1.5 % 2 %

Table 2: Precision measurements of the Higgs coupling to the Z at
�

s = 250 GeVand
�

s = 350 GeV based
on full simulation studies with mH = 120 GeV. Results from [6] and follow-up studies.

even near threshold at 500 GeV with 1 ab�1, thanks to the factor of two enhancement of the QCD-induced
bound-state e�ect. The measurement, which is made di�cult by a very large tt̄ background, relies on the
foreseen performances of the LC detectors. Furthermore, �gH��/gH�� can be measured at � 5% precision
at a 500 GeV LC with 500 fb�1 of integrated luminosity.

2.3 Higgs Coupling Measurements at
�

s � 500 GeV

The large samples of events from both WW and ZZ fusion processes would lead to a measurement of the
relative couplings of the Higgs boson to the W and Z at the 1 % level. This would provide a strong test of
the SM prediction gHWW/gHZZ = cos2 �W .

The ability for clean flavour tagging combined with the large samples of WW fusion events allows the
production rate of e+e� � H�e�e � bb�e�e to be determined with a precision of better than 1 %. Further-
more, the couplings to the fermions can be measured more precisely at high energies, even when accounting
for the uncertainties on the production process. For example, Table 3 shows the precision on the branching
ratio obtained from full simulation studies as presented in [4]. The uncertainties of the Higgs couplings
can be obtained by combining the high-energy results with those from the Higgs-strahlung process. The
high statistics Higgs samples would allow for very precise measurements of relative branching ratios. For
example, a LC operating at 3 TeV would give a statistical precision of 1.5 % on gHcc/gHbb.

2.4 Higgs Self-Coupling

In the SM, the Higgs boson originates from a doublet of complex scalar fields described by the potential

V(�) = µ2�†� + �(�†�)2 .

5

Figure 2.13: (Left) Cross sections for various Higgs boson production processes in e+e� col-
lisions. (Right) Recoil mass distribution for e+e� ! ZH ! µ+µ�H events at the ILC for
mH = 120 GeV and 250 fb�1 at

p
s = 250 GeV.

The reconstruction of the Higgs boson profile requires di↵erent steps in centre-of-mass
energy. The recoil mass spectrum as well as branching ratios (b, c, ⌧ , g, W , Z, �) can
be measured in Higgs-strahlung where the maximum of the cross section for a 125 GeV
Higgs boson is around 250 GeV. Given the inherent, approximately linear, increase of
instantaneous luminosity with

p
s, comparable accuracies can be achieved at 250 GeV

and 350 GeV. The most precise method to reconstruct the total decay width involves the
precise measurement of the WW -fusion cross-section which rises logarithmically with

p
s

and requires at least 350 GeV.
Since the H ! tt̄ decay is kinematically forbidden, the top Yukawa coupling needs to

be measured in e+e� ! tt̄H. The cross section has a broad maximum around 700 GeV.
The top Yukawa coupling can be measured with ⇠ 15% precision at

p
s = 500 GeV for

500 fb�1[10].
The measurement of a non-zero trilinear Higgs coupling �HHH signals a non-trivial

structure of the Higgs potential and thus spontaneous symmetry breaking. At the LC
it can be accessed mainly through two di↵erent production mechanisms, e+e� ! HHZ

ILC 
CLIC 
LEP3 
TLEP 



The LC flagship measurement 
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LHC: no known (to me) method to extract absolute Higgs BRs 
 
LC: Recoil mass technique in e+e-àHZ allows us to measure σHZ indep. of H-decay 
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study this boson in the clean environment of e+e� collisions. Since the boson has been
seen in its ZZ-decay and given the indications that it also decays to WW , the main
LC production modes, Higgs-strahlung and WW -fusion can be exploited, allowing for
a model-independent reconstruction of the profile of this Higgs-like particle (hereafter
called “Higgs boson” for simplicity).

For a LC, there are qualitative di↵erences to the LHC which in turn lead to quanti-
tative improvements for the determination of the parameters of the Higgs sector. The
precise measurements of these parameters allows for the identification of the nature of
underlying physics. The experimental anchor of LC Higgs physics is the possibility to
observe the Higgs boson in Higgs-strahlung, e+e� ! HZ as a resonance in the mass
recoiling against a leptonically decaying Z-boson independent of a specific Higgs decay,
see Fig. 2.13 (right). This allows for the direct reconstruction of gHZ , the Higgs-Z cou-
pling. Thus, inherently any Higgs branching ratios and couplings can be determined
absolutely and without correlations. This includes potential beyond-SM decays such as
e.g. invisible decays, decays into light quarks etc.
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detector concept at the ILC [6]. The numbers of events correspond to 250 fb�1 at
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error bars show the expected statistical uncertainties on the individual points.
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Table 2: Precision measurements of the Higgs coupling to the Z at
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s = 350 GeV based
on full simulation studies with mH = 120 GeV. Results from [6] and follow-up studies.

even near threshold at 500 GeV with 1 ab�1, thanks to the factor of two enhancement of the QCD-induced
bound-state e�ect. The measurement, which is made di�cult by a very large tt̄ background, relies on the
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Figure 2.13: (Left) Cross sections for various Higgs boson production processes in e+e� col-
lisions. (Right) Recoil mass distribution for e+e� ! ZH ! µ+µ�H events at the ILC for
mH = 120 GeV and 250 fb�1 at

p
s = 250 GeV.

The reconstruction of the Higgs boson profile requires di↵erent steps in centre-of-mass
energy. The recoil mass spectrum as well as branching ratios (b, c, ⌧ , g, W , Z, �) can
be measured in Higgs-strahlung where the maximum of the cross section for a 125 GeV
Higgs boson is around 250 GeV. Given the inherent, approximately linear, increase of
instantaneous luminosity with

p
s, comparable accuracies can be achieved at 250 GeV

and 350 GeV. The most precise method to reconstruct the total decay width involves the
precise measurement of the WW -fusion cross-section which rises logarithmically with

p
s

and requires at least 350 GeV.
Since the H ! tt̄ decay is kinematically forbidden, the top Yukawa coupling needs to

be measured in e+e� ! tt̄H. The cross section has a broad maximum around 700 GeV.
The top Yukawa coupling can be measured with ⇠ 15% precision at

p
s = 500 GeV for

500 fb�1[10].
The measurement of a non-zero trilinear Higgs coupling �HHH signals a non-trivial

structure of the Higgs potential and thus spontaneous symmetry breaking. At the LC
it can be accessed mainly through two di↵erent production mechanisms, e+e� ! HHZ
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Higgs Produktionsprozesse am ILC

Higgsstrahlung WW-Fusion

~1/sVv ~ ln sVv

  mH
2 = (p − p

initial
)2

Once σHZ is known, any signal strength measurement can be turned into  
absolute BR´s measurement: BRX = (σ x BRX)meas / σ(tot)meas 
 
unique to lepton colliders (needs (E,p) constraint from initial state) 

[Li, Poeschl] 

Z

H

++

+<

e+

e<

Z X

M2
X =

�
pCM � (pµ+ + pµ�)

�2

ILC 250 GeV

7
S.Watanuki @ LCWS13, H.Li, et. al, arXiv:1202.1439

250 fb�1@250GeV

�mH = 30MeV
(Z—>e+e- combined, scaled from mH=120 GeV)

��ZH/�ZH = 2.6%
key ---> Model-independent measurement of σZH, 

hence HZZ coupling

Y1 = �ZH / g2HZZ

well defined initial states$
recoil mass technique $
tagged Higgs without looking into H decay$
precision mass measurement$
absolute cross section of e+e- —> ZH

HZZ coupling 
The flagship measurement of ILC250
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HZ recoil from Zàqq (new!) 
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[Watanuki et al.], Tomita – also Thompson, Barklow 

recoil against Z-->ll,qq at 500 GeV 
ILC 500 GeV

24

performance using Z-->ll depends on 
momentum resolution, which is usually worse 
at higher energy, but partly compensated by 
higher luminosity'

recoil technique can be also applied to Z-->qq 
mode, more boosted at higher energy, better 
separation between Z and H decay products

study ongoing, preliminary

Z-->ll @ 500 GeV

Z-->qq @ 500 GeV

 S. Watanuki, T. Suehara,  '
A. Miyamoto, arXiv: 1311.2248

Very preliminary: 
Extend the recoil mass technique also to Higgs recoiling against Zàqq 
Advantage: large BR(Zàhadrons) 
Challenge: unbiased selection of jets from Z (à jet reconstruction,later) 

(signal only) 

recoil against Z-->qq at 250 GeV 

25

study ongoing, preliminary

 T.Tomita @ AWLC14



LHC vs LC: model-dep. couplings (κ) 
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typically one  
order-of-magnitude 
improvement w.r.t. 
HL-LHC 

[LCC Physics Group] 

Frank&Simon&(fsimon@mpp.mpg.de)
The$Physics$Case$for$ILC$
LCWS2014,&Belgrade,&October&2014

Higgs: Added value with respect to LHC

• Compared to the HL-
LHC, ILC will provide 
factors of 2 - 10 
improvement on 
couplings in model-
dependent studies


• High degree of synergies 
for H->γγ, where LHC will 
provide the highest 
precision
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* Ref. arXiv:1307.7135, ** Ref. arXiv:1310.0763, *** Ref. arXiv:1312.4974

 (CMS-1) *-1 14 TeV, 3000 fbHL-LHC
 (CMS-2) *-1 14 TeV, 3000 fbHL-LHC

 **-1 500 GeV,   500 fb⊕ -1 250 GeV,   250 fbILC
 **-1 500 GeV, 1600 fb⊕ -1 250 GeV, 1150 fbILC

 **-1 1 TeV, 2500 fb⊕ -1 500 GeV, 1600 fb⊕ -1 250 GeV, 1150 fbILC
 combination ***-1 3000 fbHL-LHC ⊕ ILC
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Figure 4: Relative precisions for the various Higgs couplings extracted from a model-
dependent fit, described in the text, to expected data from the High-Luminosity LHC and
from the ILC. Here, A is the ratio of the AAh coupling to the Standard Model expectation.
The blue bands for � assume a joint analysis of HL-LHC and ILC data. The yellow bands
show the improvement expected with ILC running at 1000 GeV.

The most statistically powerful determination of the Higgs width �h uses the W
fusion process, which turns on at e+e� center of mass energies above 250 GeV, as
shown in Fig. 2. Thus, the most precise coupling measurements from the ILC require
data-taking at energies of 350 GeV or above. The coupling precisions can be further
improved by increasing the data sample or by running at still higher energies, 500 or
1000 GeV.

Because the decay of the Higgs boson to �� is rare, with a branching ratio of
0.2% in the Standard Model, it will be di�cult for the ILC to gather large statistics
for this decay. Fortunately, the �� and ZZ decay modes of the Higgs boson are the
modes that are most straightforward for the LHC experiments. The LHC is expected
to measure the ratio of branching ratios BR(h ! ��)/BR(h ! ZZ) very accurately,
using a technique in which the systematic errors largely cancel. Combination of this
with the hZZ coupling measurement from the ILC will allow us to reach the required
1% level precision also for the h ! �� coupling [11]. This synergy is illustrated in
the �� entries of the summary figures cited below.

Since the top quark is the heaviest particle in the Standard Model and hence

8



ILC: model-independent couplings 
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this cannot be done 
at LHC 
 
At ILC: 
only possible due to 
a)  recoil method gHZ 
and 
b) total width 
    measurement    

[LCC Physics Group] 

Frank&Simon&(fsimon@mpp.mpg.de)
The$Physics$Case$for$ILC$
LCWS2014,&Belgrade,&October&2014

Higgs: Unique Model-Independent Measurements

• A unique feature of ILC: 
Model-independence:  
0.5% - 1% precision for 
almost all couplings except 
top and γ

!

• The ttH coupling is a special 
case, with a threshold very 
close to 500 GeV. Here an 
increase of the energy to 
550 GeV would result in an 
increase of the cross-
section by a factor of 4, and 
correspondingly in a 
sizeable improvement of 
precision 

9
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 *-1 500 GeV,   500 fb⊕ -1 250 GeV,   250 fbILC
 *-1 500 GeV, 1600 fb⊕ -1 250 GeV, 1150 fbILC

 *-1 1 TeV, 2500 fb⊕ -1 500 GeV, 1600 fb⊕ -1 250 GeV, 1150 fbILC
 combination **-1 3000 fbHL-LHC ⊕ ILC

* Ref. arXiv:1310.0763, ** Ref. arXiv:1312.4974

Projected Higgs Coupling Precision, Model-Independent Fit
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%

tκ bκ τκ cκ Zκ Wκ gκ γκ

Figure 5: Relative precisions for the various Higgs couplings extracted from a model-
independent fit to expected data from the ILC. The notation in as in Fig. 4.

10
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Standard Model Supersymmetry 
(MSSM) 

Composite Higgs 
(MCHM5) 

Strasbourg 30/1/2015 K. Desch - Higgs & Beyond 

[LCC Physics Group] 

Frank&Simon&(fsimon@mpp.mpg.de)
The$Physics$Case$for$ILC$
LCWS2014,&Belgrade,&October&2014

Higgs: Fingerprinting the Higgs Nature

• ILC precision matters - ILC will be capable to distinguish between different models of 
more complex Higgs sectors

• SUSY - multiple Higgs bosons

• Composite Higgs boson

10
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 [Ref. arXiv:1310.0763]ILC Projection
-1 500 GeV, 1600 fb⊕ -1250 GeV, 1150 fb

= 1.5 TeV)fMCHM5 (

%
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%

%
t b τ c Z W

Figure 6: Two examples of models of new physics and their predicted e↵ects on the pattern
of Higgs boson couplings: Left: a model with supersymmetry; Right: a model with Higgs
boson compositeness. The error bars indicated the 1 � uncertainties expected from the ILC
with 1150 fb�1 at 250 GeV and 1600 fb�1 at 500 GeV.

2.4 Higgs Boson Self-Coupling

There is one more important Higgs coupling not shown in Fig. 5. This is the
trilinear Higgs self-coupling, which determines the shape of the potential energy for
the Higgs field. The value of this coupling gives evidence on nature of the phase
transition in the early universe from the symmetric state of the weak interaction
theory to the state of broken symmetry with a nonzero value of the Higgs field.

In the Standard Model, this transition is predicted to be continuous [16]. However,
if the transition were first-order, it would put the universe out of thermal equilibrium
and, through possible CP violating interactions in the Higgs sector, it would allow the
generation of a nonzero baryon-antibaryon asymmetry. This is not the only theory
for the baryon-antibaryon asymmetry, but it is the only theory in which all relevant
parameters can potentially be measured at accelerators, setting up a quantitative
experimental test.

The first step would be to test the nature of the phase transition. Models in
which the phase transition is first-order typically require the Higgs self-coupling to
di↵er from the value predicted by the Standard Model. The Higgs self-coupling can
be a factor of 2 larger in some models [17].

At the High-Luminosity LHC, double Higgs production can be detected in final
states in which one Higgs boson decays to ��, providing a clean signal, while the other
decays to bb, providing the maximum rate. Fast simulation studies suggest that this
measurement will yield a precision of 50% on the Higgs self-coupling [18]. At the ILC,

11



Composite Higgs: Reach	
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ghV V

ghSMV V
=

�
1 � �

� =
g2

�
m2

�
v2

�ghV V

ghV V
= 0.4%

ILC 

Complementary approaches to probe (e.g.)  
composite Higgs models 
•  Direct search for heavy resonances at the LHC 
•  Indirect search via Higgs couplings at the ILC 
Comparison depends on the coupling strength (g*) 

HL-LHC 
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Invisible Higgs 
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The recoil mass technique also allows for unbiased observation 
of any non-SM decay, e.g. Hàinvisible: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Exclusion for BR(Hàinv.) < 0.69% (95%CL) 
 
also (qualitatively) applies to „LHC-invisible“ decays, e.g. Hàgg, Hàqq etc. 
 

χ 

χ 

8

A. Ishikawa @ Snowmass Energy Frontier Workshop, Seattle, June 30 - July 3, 2013

Invisible Higgs decay

e+ + e� ! ZH ! l+l�/qq̄ +Missing

Z—>ll or qq, initial state known$

recoil mass technique $

model independent$

Br(H—>Inv.) < 0.95% @ 95% C.L.
(ILC250 Baseline)

Akimasa%Ishikawa% Invisible$Higgs$decays$at$the$ILC$



The Higgs self coupling 
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HL-LHC: prospects: currently no public result, seems very difficult 
 
 
LC: 
 
two choices: 
 
e+e- à ZHH  
(maximum of σ around √s ≈ 600 GeV) 
 à ILC500 (~75 events in 500 fb-1) 
 
e+e- à HHνν  
(log. rise of σ, need at least 1 TeV)  

Z

H

Z

H

He
+

e−

H

H

H

ν

ν−e
+

e
−

Figure 17: Relevant diagrams containing the triple Higgs coupling for the two processes:
e+e� ! Zhh (left) and e+e� ! ⌫e⌫ehh.
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Figure 18: Cross sections for the two processes e+e� ! Zhh (left) and e+e� ! ⌫e⌫ehh as
a function of

p
s for mh = 120 GeV.

120 GeV with polarized electron and positron beams of (Pe� , Pe+) = (�0, 8, +0.3)
and an integrated luminosity of 1 ab�1. This result obtained with a fast Monte Carlo
simulation has just recently been corroborated by a full simulation [101,102].

2.5.2 Higgs Self-coupling

The triple Higgs boson coupling can be studied at the ILC through the processes
e+e� ! Zhh and e+e� ! ⌫e⌫ehh. The relevant Feynman diagrams are shown in
Fig. 17) [103]. The cross sections for the two processes are plotted as a function ofp

s for mh = 120GeV in Fig. 18. The cross section reaches its maximum of about

53

challenges: 
-  huge number of different final states (huge effort needed) 
-  „dilution“ due to interference with non-HHH diagrams (not sensitive to λHHH) 

(can be mitigated by phase space weighting) 

analyses ongoing! 

[Dürig; Kurata; Tian] 



Top: Experimental Questions 
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(HL)LHC ILC 
Mass 
Width 
EW (neutral) couplings 
FCNC 
tt resonances 
rare decays 

legend: sufficiently precise for N.P. sensitivity/unambiguous 

not precise enough for N.P. sensitivity/model-dependent 

challenging 

KD´s personal view 



Top Quark Mass 
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Top Quark mass from cross section at tt production threshold 
 
•  experimental limitation: beam energy spread, beamstrahlung – precision ~30 MeV 
•  theoretically well-defined (pole mass, „potential subtraction“) – precision ~100 MeV 
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Top Quark Mass	

HL-LHC: 
arXiv:
1311.2028 
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ILC:  
Seidel, Simon, Tesar, Poss, 
EPJ C73 2530 (2013) 
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mtop impact	

28	

Example: 
 
Electroweak observables can be 
also used to test the consistency of 
the MSSM/SM. 
 
The W boson mass and the top 
quark mass are important 
measurements.  They will be both 
improved by the ILC. 

168 170 172 174 176 178
mt [GeV]

80.30

80.40

80.50

80.60

M
W

 [G
eV

]

MSSM

MH = 125.6 ± 0.7 GeVSM

Mh = 125.6 ± 3.1 GeV

MSSM
SM, MSSM

Heinemeyer, Hollik, Stockinger, Weiglein, Zeune ’14

experimental errors 68% CL: (projections*: arXiv:1310.6708)

LEP2/Tevatron/LHC: today
LHC*: bmt = ±0.6 GeV, bMW = 5 MeV
ILC*: bmt = ±0.1 GeV, bMW = 2.3 MeV
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Top Quark: EW couplings 
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Top quark electroweak couplings at the ILC

!

• The process e+e- → tt involves only ttZ0 and tt� primary vertices !

• A way to describe the current at the ttX vertex: 

• See details in:

/�

where: 
V = Vector coupling 
A = Axial coupling 
X = Z,�

arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0601112

and other reasons, the t quark is expected to be a window to any new physics at the
TeV energy scale. New physics will modify the electro-weak ttX vertex described
in the Standard Model by Vector and Axial vector couplings V and A to the vector
bosons X = �, Z

0,

Generally speaking, an e

+
e

� linear collider (LC) can measure t quark electroweak
couplings at the % level. In contrast to the situation at hadron colliders, the leading-
order pair production process e

+
e

� ! tt goes directly through the ttZ

0 and tt�

vertices. There is no concurrent QCD production of t quark pairs, which increases
greatly the potential for a clean measurement. In the literature there a various ways
to describe the current at the ttX vertex. The Ref. [1] uses

�ttX
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, q, q) = ie

⇢
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.

(1)
with k

2 being the four momentum of the exchanged boson and q and q the four vectors
of the t and t quark. Further �

µ

with µ = 0, .., 3 are the Dirac matrices describing
vector currents and �5 = i�0�1�2�3 is the Dirac matrix allowing to introduce an axial
vector current into the theory

The Gordon composition of the current reads
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). The couplings or form factors e
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appearing in
Eqs. 1 and 2 are related via
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Within the Standard Model the F
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with s

w

and c

w

being the sine and the cosine of the Weinberg angle ✓
W

. The coupling
F

�

2V is related via F

�

2V = Q

t

(g�2)/2 to the anomalous magnetic moment (g�2) with
Q

t

being the electrical charge of the t quark. The coupling F2A is related to the dipole
moment d = (e/2mt)F2A(0) that violates the combined Charge and Parity symmetry
CP . Note, that all the expressions above are given at Born level. Throughout the
article no attempt will be made to go beyond that level.

Today, the most advanced proposal for a linear collider is the International Linear
Collider, ILC [2,3], which can operate at centre-of-mass energies between about
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Non CP violating top quark couplings
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Summary

Top electroweak couplings!Top mass at threshold!

Statistical uncertainty of top mass 
around 30 MeV !
(CLIC ~ 20% larger than ILC due to 
different luminosity spectrum). 
!
!
!
Total uncertainty below 100 MeV in 
reach, expected to be dominated by 
theory systematics. 
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−20%−80% −60% −40% 40% 60% 80%20%

20%

10%

−10%

−20%

Impact of BSM on Top Sector

Deviations for different models for new physics scale at ~1 TeV. 
Based on F. Richard, arXiv:1403.2893

Composite Higgs with SO(5)/SO(4)
RS warped with Hosotani mechanism

RS with Custodial SU(2)

Little Higgs

Composite Top

AdS5 with Custodial O(3)

RS with SU(2)R×SU(2)L×U(1)X

5D Emergent

HL-LHC 3000 fb-1 (approx.) 
Based on Baur, Juste, Orr, Rainwater, PRD71, 054013 (2005)

ILC, √s = 500 GeV 
Lumi = 500 fb-1

In composite Higgs models, it is often said that the top quark is partially composite, 
resulting in form factors in ttZ couplings, which can be measured at ILC.   Beam 
polarization is essential to distinguish the left- and right-handed couplings.

SM / SUSY

27

Deviation in ttZ coupling 
of left-handed top quark

Deviation in ttZ coupling 
of right-handed top quark
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Discovery of new particles 
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(HL)LHC ILC 
X                    ?                   ? 
Y                    ?                   ? 
Z                    ?                   ? 
...                    ?                   ? 

legend: discovery 

3σ effect 

no discovery 

KD´s personal view 

there is ample complementarity 
between LHC and ILC in discovery reach 
 
we simply don´t know which NP  
Nature has chosen 



only one example: DM 
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DM: Effective Operator Approach

LHC sensitivity: Mediator mass up to Λ~1.5 TeV for large DM mass 
ILC sensitivity: Mediator mass up to Λ~3 TeV for DM mass up to ~√s/2

Chaus, List et al.Chaus, List et al.
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Detector Concepts for the ILC 
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ILD SiD 

(Somewhat) complementary approaches 
-  gaseous vs. Si tracking 
-  „large“/moderate B vs. „compact“/huge B 
-  both share approach for vertexing and particle flow reconstruction 
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The Particle Flow Paradigm Off the beaten track... 

24/10/2012 Philipp Roloff ttH at SiD - LCWS12 7

Event reconstruction I
1.) Remove all PFOs with:
 

• p
T
 < 500 MeV

• Θ < 20°
• Θ > 160°

2.) Remove identified
isolated leptons 
from PFO list

8jet signal event

ttHà8 jets event 

Traditionally, collider detectors are reconstructing jets (as the witnesses of quarks, gluons) 
But what is a jet?? It´s a man-made object.  
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The Particle Flow Paradigm Particle flow 

To the best of our knowledge, a high energy particle collision results in a list 
of quasi-stable hadrons, leptons, photons.  
 
Ideally, reconstruct all of them to the best possible precision! 
 
That is „particle flow“. 
 
As a byproduct, this yields: 
 
-  an improved energy resolution for „jets“ at typical LC jet energies 

  (compared to traditional calorimetry) 

-  allows for most flexible definitions of jets, sub-jets, etc. 

-  allows for excellent exclusive reconstruction of hadronic tau leptons 



How does it work? 
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tracker HCAL 

ECAL 

σ(E)/E 

120 GeV 
370 GeV 

Resolution tracker - Calorimeter 

E(GeV) 

[T. Behnke] 



Particle Flow: performance 
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Particle flow is  
clearly superior 
to pure calorimetry, 
especially at low 
energies 
 



How is it done? 
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sampling calorimetry with „ultimate“ transverse & longitudinal segmentation 

ECAL (one option): 
 
Tungsten absorber 
Silicon sensors as active material 
30 layers / 24X0 
Si sensor: 5x5mm2 pixel size 

HCAL (one option „AHCAL“): 
 
Steel absorber 
Scintillating tiles (3x3 cm2) as active mat. 
readout with Silicon Photomultipliers 
48 layers / 6 λ 



R&D: CALICE 
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1 m3 prototype in testbeam (CERN, Fermilab) 
 
Need to validate/improve fine details of complicated hadronic showers (à GEANT4) 



Tracking: material is the challenge! 
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ILD CMS 

- ~ factor 4(3) less material in barrel/endcap 
-  remember material budget for ATLAS/CMS increased time... 

TPC ideal for barrel (but keep an eye on endplate) 



TPC	
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real data 
from 
„Large Prototype“ 
at DESY 
(Micromegas 
 modules) 



The Pixel-TPC	
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InGrid - Integrated Pixel Readout

GridPix

Micromegas on a pixelchip

Insulating pillars between grid
and pixelchip

One hole above each pixel

Amplification directly above the
pixelchip

Advantages

Very high single point resolution

Perfect alignment
Each primary e

-
is detected on

one pixel

Nearly 100 % single e

-

e�ciency

Low occupancy

T. Krautscheid (Uni Bonn) Integrated Pixel Readout 29.05.2013 3



The Pixel-TPC	
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Real events from 8-chip module in DESY LP testbeam 

Michael Lupberger TIPP 2014

2013 testbeam
Analysis

Physics:

• Reconstruct tracks, identify characteristics

• Study detector properties 

• Study point/track resolution

• Compare to traditional pad readout

5mm

5mm

21



The Pixel-TPC	
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Michael Lupberger TIPP 2014

Pixel-TPC demonstrator

Equip larger area → demonstrate the pixel-TPC concept

Detector:

• 32 / 96 InGrid chips 

• Mechanical design / cooling

• Powering

• Readout

• Edge effects

Chip

PCB

Chip

400V

0V

22



Vertex detectors - motivation 
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Goal: 
 
 
 
 
•  Bottom + Charm tagging for 
    Higgs branching ratios 
 
•  Bottom tagging in fully hadronic 
    tt-event 
 
•  Vertex charge!  
    - forward-backward asymmetries 
    - combinatorics in (e.g.) ZHH 
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Moderate radiation levels  
 
à Monolithic pixel detectors  
 
à pixel sizes ~< 20x20 µm2 

à < 0.3% X0 per layer 
à < 130 µW/mm2 

à single bunch time resolution 
à gas cooling 
 
Several technologies under development 
(and being used in other experiments) 
 
-  CMOS pixels 
-  DEPFET 
-  FPCCD 
-  VIP 
... 
 

2.1. ILD vertex system

Figure III-2.3
Full size FPCCD pro-
totype (left) and
response to a 55

Fe

source (right).
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of radiation damage. Each ladder has a few tens of centimetre-long pig-tail Kapton flat cables which
are connected to junction circuits outside of the cryostat using micro-connectors (see section 2.1.5).
The junction circuits, which include clock drivers, data suppression circuits, optical fibre drivers, etc.,
are surrounding the beam pipe. The total power consumption inside the cryostat is expected to be
about 35 W.

Prototypes of FPCCD sensors and ASICs have been made and tested. Figure III-2.3 shows a full
size prototype sensor and the response of a prototype sensor (coupled to its ASIC) to a 55Fe X-Ray
source.

2.1.2.3 DEPFET sensors

In the DEPFET [211, 212, 213] active pixel detector concept a field e�ect transistor is incorporated
into each pixel of a detector-grade silicon sensor. A voltage applied over the thickness of the detector
depletes the sensor of free charge carriers and ensures rapid and e�cient collection of the signal on a
deep implant underneath the field e�ect transistor. As the collected charge modulates the source-drain
current, a first amplification of the signal takes place inside the pixel, that is crucial to achieve an
excellent signal/noise (S/N) ratio for a thin detector.

Columns of pixels that stretch across the length of the ladder are read out by two auxiliary
ASICs: the DCD [214, 215] that digitises the signal and DHP, located at both ladder ends. Both
ASICs could eventually be merged. Rows of pixels are read out in a rolling shutter mode. They are
addressed by an ASIC known as the SWITCHER [215], that is located on a narrow balcony on the
sensor periphery. At any time during operation, only one single row of pixels is active, keeping the
power consumption within the strict ILD budget.

An international collaboration [216] pursues the development of the DEPFET concept for use in
the vertex detectors of future collider experiments (Belle-II, LC). Over the decade 2002-2012, realistic
prototype sensors have been produced and submitted to exhaustive tests with radioactive sources
and particles from beams at CERN and DESY [217, 218]. The successful production of sensors with
20 ◊ 20 µm2 pixels demonstrates the feasibility of the process. Sensors produced in the most recent
run with a thickness of 50 µm are found to be fully functional electrically. The response of such thin
sensors to 120 GeV pions is compared to the prediction of H. Bichsel [219] in Figure III-2.4.

The internal gain of the field-e�ect-transistors extracted from such measurements is found to lie
in the gq = 300-600 pA/e≠ range, depending on design variations [220], su�cient to provide a S/N
value of up to 40 for a 50 µm thick sensor.

Row read-out times of ≥ 80 ns have been obtained in the operation of a DEPFET sensor with
the DCDv2 read-out ASIC. The R&D goal for the vertex detector is to improve the row read-out time
to ≥ 40 ns, thus achieving a frame read-out time of 50 µs and 100 µs for the innermost and outer
layers respectively. Further improvements in the read-out speed can be obtained by reading more
rows in parallel (two rows are assumed for the LC estimate above, in the Belle-II design four rows are
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Technology advances 
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New detector technologies were invented since design of LHC detectors, e.g. 
 
-  highly-granular ultra-thin pixel devices (CMOS, DEPFET, ...) 
-  MPGDs (GEMs, Micromegas, InGrids) for gaseous detector r/o 
-  Silicon Photomultipliers (SiPM) 
 
à  „spin-off“ of LC detector R&D to other experiments and v.v. 

CMOS Pixels 
(STAR) 

InGrid 
(CAST) 

SiPM 
(LHCb) 

Vertex: technologies�
M. Winter (IPHC)�

N. Sinef (U.Oregon)�

3� J. Baudot, LCWS'14 Detector tracking summary�

� STAR-PXL �
2014�

ALICE (Alpide) 3x1 cm2 proto �
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5

post DBD, before approval of ILC
collaboration meeting at Cracow 2013 and Oshu 2014 
general ILD optimization meeting (monthly, this year~) 
site specific studies (Kitakami) 
engineering/integration 
are our detectors optimized? 
is cost-performance justified? 
is ILC physics case fully justified?

what’s next?

ECAL
Yoke

ECAL and Yoke are the cost drivers of ILD (correlated) 
 
Critical parameter: Rcoil ~ RTPC 
 
à optimization of cost vs. detector performance is a major post-TDR/DBD 
    issue 
 

7

• momentum resolution not scale as 1/(BL2.5), 
10-20% level at low-pt 
• resolution with smaller R can be restored 
with a higher B-Field (with a cost of lower 
efficiency for low-pt) 
• negligible effect on IP resolution

Y. Voutsinas/M. Berggen/F.Gaede
momentum resolution: TPC radius & B-Field



Realizing the ILC 
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ILC: Technical Design Report (Accelerator and Detector) is ready  
New organisation led by Lyn Evans in place. 
Goal: realize of the ILC a.s.a.p. 



Northern Japanese Site 

Geologically very stable area 
Thinly populated, still well accessible  
through major roads and high speed  
rail roads 
Close-by big city: Sendai 
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International Situation 
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EU:  European Strategy: 
               strong support for a Japanese initiative to host the linear collider 
 
US:  P5 process just finished 

 - strong support for the physics case of the ILC 
 - in any scenario ILC plays a role in the US 
 - for being a leading partner additional funding would be needed 

 
Japan:  MEXT has initiated internal study group 

 ILC has become an official project in Japan in MEXT 
 Detailed investigation is ongoing about the possibility to host 
 Budget for siting studies etc. is being prepared 
 Official letters have been sent to US, and recently to Europe 

 
ICFA:      Endorsement of regional strategies – reiterated its support for ILC
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LCB   
Current ILC Activities in Japan  
 

Japanese government wants to understand and 
convince themselves that about the ILC project, before 
engaging the international community. 
   
“Academic Expert Committee” to have meetings to the 
public and to produce a report by 31 March 2016.  
This group is not international.   
This committee is studying total ILC cost, human 
resources, the Japanese domestic ILC organization, and 
social and economical impact of the project of the ILC in 
Japan. 
 
   

Slide	  from	  S.	  Komamiya	  (LCSW14)	  



ALCW	  in	  April	  2015	  
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Conclusions 
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•  Discovery of H(125) and t(174) present a quest for precision at high energy 
     
    à a strong and guaranteed physics case for ILC (clearly beyond HL-LHC) 
    à additional potential for discovery of new particles (direct + indirect) 
 
•  ILC is technically ready 

•  Japanese initiative is highly welcome by large international community 
 
•  Political process has started – not entirely transparent to us physicists(?) 

•  Timeline (for major investments) 

HL-LHC 

ILC 
„FCC“ 
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a small dark spot on the sky  
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